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Dear landowning member,

I am writing this letter sitting in row 40F of a Boeing 757 flying at 35,000 feet over the South Texas landscape.  After a
mechanical delay of over 2 ½ hours, we finally got into the air.  I will most likely have to miss my Atlanta connection, but as I
am learning in my research of the oil and gas industry, technology does not always respond in a manner as planned. 

I  have just  spent  the  past  three days in  San Antonio,  Texas.   There,  I  attended the ceremonies of  my daughter  who
graduated with a master's in social work from UTSA.  On Friday, I was able to take a “sight-seeing trip” to Kenedy Texas.
Kenedy is about 100 miles southwest of San Antonio and is located in the heart of the Eagleford shale oil and gas “play.”  I
ate at a local restaurant called Barths, toured the countryside, talked with locals, and paid a visit to their county hospital. 

Eagle Ford is about four years ahead of us in shale gas and oil development.  Its geology is much like the Utica, and as a
result, similar extraction techniques may be used.  Prior to 2008, it was considered to be an out-of-the-way rural community.
With the development of new shale oil and gas extraction methods, their community has changed.    Companies working
there will be working in the Utica. I was able to ask the “locals” how things have personally impacted them and how, if at all, it
has affected their community.  Folks, I have learned much about what is coming our way.  I think we are going to have many
surprised landowners and community members!  To find out details about my trip, please come to our meeting in June.

HELP has grown significantly over the past three months.  Currently we have over 12,500 acres and now represent nearly
300 members.    This size improves our negotiating strength.  It is only because of your commitment to HELP as a member
that we will continue to  realize this strength.  We thank you.

However, our job as a landowner's group is not done.  We continue to seek an increase our membership and acreage. An
ability to negotiate a landowner-friendly lease is often proportional to the size of a group's membership. That is why it is
crucial for you to remain committed to HELP, and important for to solicit any of your neighbors who have not signed a lease.

Some of our members may be contacted by oil and gas representatives asking an amendment signature to an existing lease.
They may also try to get a signature by saying, “You have to sign so that we can drill, or “All of your neighbors have signed,
so you have to also.”  Perhaps they use the statement, “We have all the land around you locked up, so you have to sign our
lease.”   There are also reports of oil representatives saying that their companies do not work with landowner's groups. None
of this is true.  You should never sign without an experienced oil and gas attorney reviewing the documents.  Even something
as brief as an amendment must be reviewed. Since you are a member of HELP and have signed a letter of engagement, we
already have this experience working for you.  You must continue to “stand firm,” and should refer to HELP, any contacts and
signature requests by oil and gas representatives.  In doing so, the pressure to sign anything dubious is reduced, it sends a
message to the oil and gas companies that our membership is united and, most of all, it will improve your opportunity to sign
a lease that is landowner-friendly.

Yet, there may be an urge by some to “go ahead and sign” because the bonus would be helpful to offset expenses.  Others
just want to “get it over with.”  Some may have an opinion, that because their neighbors have signed, they should sign a
similar lease with the same company.  Maybe there is concern that a golden opportunity will pass and one will be “left out.”
We realize these urges, concerns, and opinion, but one needs to be also be reminded of the biblical story where Esau,
because he was hungry, gave up his firstborn rights to Jacob for a bowl of soup. Short term needs should never dictate a
long term decision. We have experienced ups and downs for years and have done reasonably well without oil  and gas
income. We should be diligent, responsible, and patient in order to obtain favorable treatment for any transfer of assets. We
need to remember what we sign may last for years and could adversely affect our children and grandchildren. Oil and gas
companies are in the international marketplace and recently have sold lease interests to other companies in Europe and Asia
because of their emphasis on increasing shareholder profits.  Company shareholders rank above any concerns that we, as
landowners, may have. The lease is the one document that governs how landowners are treated and paid.  One of the
leaders of a landowner group was quoted recently as saying, “It’s all about the lease”.  We agree whole-heartedly. (Parts of
this paragraph were excerpted from the Mohican Valley Landowner’s association newsletter.)

We ask you to talk with any of your neighbors who have not yet signed a lease and suggest that they consider becoming a



member of our landowner's group.  Any landowner with a Broadstreet or Belden lease should consider joining HELP.   This is
because those landowners who are already leased, will most likely need to approve lease amendments.  This may be the
one time to address issues with an old lease. HELP is planning to assist its leased members by re-negotiating a more
landowner-friendly lease.  We are the first landowner's group in our area to do this, and it may become a model for others.
Our members will be notified by mail of any important meetings that require attendance. 

We plan to have, at minimum, a meeting at 7:00PM on the second Tuesday of every month.  Please look at your Bargain
Hunter corresponding to that week for verification of the meeting location and time. Information is also listed on our website
at:  http://sites.google.com/site/holmesenergyleasingpartnership/   Usually our meetings will be held at the Winesburg school
gymnasium.  We will try to have any updated locations for the meetings listed in our advertisement and on our website.

Since we are a landowner's group, we have included a questionnaire that asks about things which you may consider to be
important.   Please, read the instructions carefully, fill  out the survey completely, and mail it  back.  If you could, please
enclose four (4) first class stamps with your response to assist HELP with future correspondence.

It may be frustrating, and perhaps concerning that you have not heard much from HELP.  You may be hearing more from
other groups who got a certain amount, or are promising a certain bonus or royalty payment. Please understand that until a
lease is signed by BOTH the landowner and a company official, and the period of due diligence has expired with money
deposited in a landowner's account, there are no guarantees.  We understand your concern, but please, rest assured that
because you may not be hearing much, plenty is happening.

Throughout the formation and growth of HELP, we have been advised by our legal counsel, Tony Jesko, and landowner's
group organizer Bob Rea.  We are finalizing our negotiation team with board input.  The board was unsure of Bob's role, due
to an Ohio law that only allows a lawyer or realtor to negotiate an oil and gas lease.  He has appeared in front of Ohio's
Board of Commerce to clarify his role and this will determine whether he will be allowed to negotiate any future oil and gas
leases.  To become compliant with current law Bob has  finished required coursework and has plans to take the realtor’s test.

The negotiation process is not a quick.  Negotiations usually happen under a  strict veil  of  strict confidentiality.  To leak
information could only harm our position. It may take months of continuous negotiation to address issues that you may deem
important. This is why patience is critical.  We need to take time to do the right thing so we can have a lease that not only will
benefit ourselves, but also our children and grandchildren.

Our board meets monthly and addresses issues that arise.  We communicate frequently by email and phone.  To assist our
negotiators, we are mapping our/your acreage on large township maps.  Daily, we are closer to presenting our membership
to qualified drillers.  Your response to the enclosed survey is important. 

We are fortunate to have a board who is passionately working for you.  It  is diverse and includes representatives from
medicine, accounting, farming, education, public service, and the Amish community.  Our diversity gives us strength as we
look at issues which may affect us.  It is a landowner's group and is truly neighbors working for neighbors.

We are including a new letter of engagement which will update our ability to have our negotiating team represent you over
the next six months.  Even though your original letter of engagement may not yet have expired, for ease of record-keeping,
we need to have everyone's engagement letter be on the same schedule.  Your word and signature is a guarantee to us that
you will stay committed to and stand united with HELP as we continue this process.

When a lease is negotiated that is supported by the board of HELP, it will be presented to our membership. Our promise is
that it will be a lease which our board members will sign.  HELP will provide a meeting time and location where our members
will meet, learn about, and discuss the lease.  After appropriate discussions and education are deemed to be complete and
sufficient, we will ask our membership to vote.  There will be one vote per acre of land.  The vote tally will then determine if
HELP should accept or reject the lease.  Every landowner member is expected to abide by the decision of the vote.  The
board will only present a lease that is expected to be approved, since it does not want to have to repeat the lengthy process.

Please send your completed forms to: Daniel Hochstetler-2722 County Road 200-Dundee-Ohio-44624

Thanks again for you support and confidence.  Things are beginning to happen.  Please be patient. Stay committed to HELP.
Remember, this is no time to be making hasty decisions. 

Sincerely,

Maurice Stutzman MD
President
HELP Board


